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CROSS
After an exciting and very successful start of the
new KTM motocross generation, winning both the MX1
and MX2 titles in the 2010 world championship, the R&D
engineers continued to put considerable efforts into
further developments for MY 2012.
The highlights are: new suspension set-ups for all models and the
new linkage rear suspension for all 2-stroke SX models. After it
was proven that the linkage was perceived so well on the market, the complete 2-stroke range is now equipped with the same
suspension system as the 4-strokes in order to further upgrade the
increasingly popular motocross 2-stroke range. In addition the 250
SX-F is now fitted with an electric starter, the 450 SX-F is equipped
with a new clutch.
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SX 2012

CHASSIS
Frame
Basically, all motocross frames for MY 2012 feature the same architecture, but with different geometries and dimensions matching
each displacement and engine design. According to KTM tradition,
they are made of modern lightweight chrome-moly steel in various
profiles. The frame design provides high torsional and excellent
longitudinal stiffness. In addition, it is designed to absorb energy
created from rear wheel impacts. In order to adapt the 2-stroke
frames to the linkage rear suspension, they are equipped with the
same tower for the upper shock mount and also the brackets in
the rear bottom tube, which connect the links to the frame. To the
aluminium frame trend of the competitors, the high-tech steel frames
of KTM weigh approx. 0.5 kg less than the lightest competitor. They
are easier to maintain, easier to work on, and provide more space
for the tank and other components.

Rear Suspension

With the excellent results achieved in the 2011 AMA Supercross series, KTM has proven that the new linkage suspension
concept is very competitive on any kind of race track. Therefore we decided to implement the linkage system from the
4-strokes to all 2-stroke models. It provides a better solution
to the increased loading demands of tough motocross tracks.
Compared to PDS rear suspension, linkage has a higher rising
rate, which means that when the rear wheel moves at a constant rate, the rate of the shock shaft increases more than on
the PDS. Or in other terms, if the rear wheel travels at a constant velocity, the shaft of the linkage shock is accelerating
more than a PDS shock. Also the stroke of the shock is longer
compared to PDS, which results in better damping characteristics and less temperature of the shock.A wide adjustability
range of rebound and high/-low speed compression damping
are KTM standard.

Front Suspension

All SX models are fitted with the latest generation of
48 mm USD front forks with closed cartridge technology “made by WP in Austria”. Due to an internal
closed damping cartridge, these forks create more
consistent damping characteristics in extreme situations than open cartridge systems. Compared to MY
2011, the forks are fitted with new seals (oil seal plus
dust seal made by SKF) and new bushings with improved Teflon coating which provides better sensitivity and
durability. In addition new, slightly stiffer settings for
each model provide a better bottoming resistance.

Triple Clamps

The KTM patented SX triple clamps can be called
a “work of art”. CNC machined out of high quality
aluminium blocks, the sophisticated design and
clamping avoids squeezing of the tubes and supports
fork action. In addition, the design provides a certain
flex, which allows the triple clamps to follow the fork
legs when deflected during hard landing or braking.
The Renthal handlebar can be mounted in 4 different
positions. A new large handlebar protector from
Renthal is new for modellyear 2012.

Swing arm

The 2-strokes are now fitted with the same cast aluminium swing arm as the 4-strokes, which holds the
linkage system underneath, whereas the PDS shock
used to be connected to the top of the swing arm. The
single-component casting process allows unlimited
geometry solutions and eliminates any inconsistencies
created by welding. It has been designed in order to
provide the right amount of flex, supporting the frame
and suspension characteristics.
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Wheels

Lightweight high-quality wheels with CNC
machined hubs, high-end EXCEL rims and
aluminium nipples are hard to beat and
remain the standard in terms of durability
and weight - an important feature supporting
suspension action and easy handling due to
gyroscopic effects. For MY 2012 new Pirelli
tyres are fitted.

Officially powered by

Bodywork

According to KTMs philosophy of design follows function,
the focus in terms of bodywork was based on rider ergonomics. And in this respect it was Stefan Everts who took
a key roll during the entire development process, from
the first clay model until the final product. The results
are super slim ergonomics and a bodywork with excellent
contact points between rider and machine. And not to forget
features like the tool-free access to the air filter or the
incorporated lift handle in the rear fender, which is well
protected against dirt from the rear wheel.

Cooling System

The proven integrated cooling system routes from the cylinder
head through the frame triangle directly to the radiators, the
removed tubing improves the air flow through the radiators
and simplifies the radiator mounting.

For MY 2012 the rear fender features additional ribs in
order to make it stiffer when it comes to sticky heavy dirt.

Tank

All models feature slim 7,5 litre tanks made from lightweight polyethylene. The 250 and 350 SX-F are fitted with a
compact fuel pump and fuel pressure regulator. Larger tanks
from XC models can also be fitted to the SX bikes.
The well proven ¼-turn fuel cap allows easy and quick refilling and includes a security against unwanted turning.

Airbox
Brakes

Brakes by Brembo are serial equipment of all KTM
crossers. Combined with lightweight wave rotors,
they are the benchmark when it comes to feel
and brake performance. A further developed rear
master cylinder features a new internal design
providing less wear of the seal rubber and therefore longer durability.

The layout of the airbox was driven by two main functions:
excellent protection for the air filter against dirt and optimum
airflow for maximum performance. For MY 2012, each
2-stroke model is fitted with a new rubber air boot (between
filter and carburettor) improving the airflow and the power
of the 2-stroke engines significantly. The ability to change
the large Twin-Air filter quickly and without tools is the KTM
standard and outstanding in the MX world.

ENGINE

The 250 SX-F is nearly a guarantee for top positions
in hard fought Motocross events. That is proven again
by winning the last years MX2 world championships.
Already known for its strong performance and excellent
bottom and mid-range power the MY2012 fuel injected
engine is also fitted with a comfortable electric starter
like on the 350/450 SX-F, which is a proven feature appreciated highly by all KTM factory riders.

Cylinder head

The heart of the very compact engine is the brilliant cylinder
head with two overhead camshafts and DLC coated finger
followers, which activate the four titanium valves. When
developing the camshafts, KTM engineers put their focus
on excellent torque and power delivery in conjunction with
strong top performance. For those who prefer an engine
characteristic with less midrange and maximum peak performance, we offer a PowerParts kit including a different intake
cam, thinner cylinder gasket and modified EFI mapping.

Starter

The 250 SX-F engine MY 2012 features an electric start
system instead of the kickstarter – an extremely beneficial
feature in the hard fought motocross world. As Ken Roczen
already proved in the 2011 AMA Supercross series, it is
a major benefit to start the engine with just the push of a
button, especially when the engine stalls during a crash. The
addition of the points he gained thanks to the electric starter
definitely weighs more than the 1.5 kg of the starter system
(including battery).

Engine Management
System (EMS)

The Keihin engine management system with electronic fuel
injection and 42mm throttle body secures spontaneous,
powerful response and maximum performance. Automatic
temperature and altitude compensation as well as the
automated cold start system are state of the art. The throttle
position sensor is now fitted with a rubber protector. In the
fuel line is mounted an additional filter. A slightly updated
mapping provides better torque. An optional map select
switch (PowerParts) activates additional engine characteristics by the click of a switch. Additionally, the user setting
tool (PowerParts) allows the logging of the bike data with a
laptop and the ability to change the mapping with just a few
mouse clicks.

250SX-F

ENGINE

DOHC
cylinder Head

350SX-F
The ultra compact DOHC engine with
57.5mm stroke and 88mm bore has proven to
be the new standard in the tough MX1 class.
The very wide usable speed range, top performance and very efficient rideability make the
350 SX-F the ultimate power plant for the most
competitive races in the world. The layout of
the 350 engine is close to the 250 SX-F engine
and has insignificantly bigger dimensions at
nearly the same weight (approx. 27 kg). The
playful handling, similar to a 250 4-stroke,
results mainly from reducing the rotating
masses to a minimum.

4 ultra lightweight titanium valves in
combination with DLC coated finger
followers allow a high rpm limit of
13,000/min giving the engine enough
power to win every holeshot.

Engine Management
System (EMS)
The Keihin engine management system with electronic
fuel injection and 42 mm throttle body secures
spontaneous, powerful response and maximum
performance. A slightly updated mapping provides
better torque. More detailed features see 250 SX-F.

Valve Train

The crankshaft turns an intermediate
gear, which drives the cam chain, and
at the same time acts as balancer shaft
and holds the water pump. A hydraulic cam
chain tensioner secures a reliable tension
of the chain and therefore precise cam timing.

E-Start

A few years ago KTM proved that an electric
start 350 SX-F can also be started easily by
the press of a button. With a PowerParts
kickstart kit the electric starter can be
replaced saving 1.5 kg of weight.

ENGINE

350SX-F
Balancer shaft

For balancing the oscillating masses, the 350 SX-F engine has
a lateral balancer shaft which at the same time acts as a water
pump intermediate gear and drive pinion gear for the camshaft.
For maximum efficiency at minimal dimensions the balancer
weight is fitted with tungsten inserts. This solution secures a
very compact overall design of the engine.

Lubrication system

A pressure pump lubricates the crankshaft, piston and valve
train. Additionally it supplies oil for the clutch and cools the
ignition. A suction pump evacuates the crank housing and
lubricates the gear box. This creates a vacuum in the crank
housing to increase the engine performance.

Clutch

Transmission

The 5 speed gearbox was designed to suit the
engine characteristics of the 350 SX-F and
shines with a very precise shifting.

The one-piece clutch basket combined with the
primary gear is made of high-strength billet steel.
It guarantees unbeatable reliability and contributes
to the narrow engine size due to its compact rivetless design. Additionally, it allows the use of thinner
steel linings, which makes the whole clutch
package. The hydraulic system is made by
Brembo and guarantees a light operation and
good, controllable modulation of the clutch.

ENGINE

450SX-F

Exhaust header

The superlight titanium exhaust header pipe and the
innovative Header Pipe Resonator System (HPRS) in
combination with the aluminium rear silencer guarantee
top engine performance at a very low noise level.

If asked for maximum power there is no
other option but the 450 SX-F. For years this
bike is the synonym for maximum power. It was
the first KTM motocross engine fitted successfully with an electric starter. The well proven
DOHC engine has been continuously developed
over the last few years and features a new
clutch for MY 2012.

Carburettor

The engine of the 450 SX-F is powered by a Keihin
FCR flat slide carburettor with 41mm. The integrated
acceleration pump secures a smooth power delivery
and strong performance.

Gearbox

The 5-speed transmission was developed to
suit perfectly to this 450 cc powerplant and
provides easy and precise shifting.

E-Start

Clutch

A new one-piece clutch basket combined with the primary gear
is made of high-strength billet steel. It guarantees unbeatable
reliability and contributes to the narrow engine size due to its
compact rivet-less design. Additionally, it allows the use of
thinner steel linings, which makes the whole clutch package
noticeably lower (6.5 mm).
A newly developed diaphragm spring makes it possible to
implement an additional rubber damping system guaranteeing
better traction and more reliability for the transmission. The
Magura hydraulic system in conjunction with the diaphragm
spring guarantees a very light operation and good, controllable
modulation of the clutch.

The fact that an electric start
can be of enormous advantage during a motocross heat
has spread around and was
highlighted at all shoot outs.
The minimal disadvantage of
1,5 kg weight increase is less
of a problem than the loss of
positions when the bike has
to be restarted by kickstart
after a minor slip-up.

TWO-STROKES

2012

125SX

150SX

The 125 SX is the ideal bike for the EMX 125 and
the MX2 class, if someone searches for ultra- light
handling, minimum weight and reasonable cost of
purchase and maintenance. In order to make it even
more competitive, it is fitted with a new linkage rear
suspension system. The high engine performance of
the 125 SX KTM could again be increased for 2012
which will satisfy any younger future champions.

The perfect combination of the playful
handling of a 125 and engine power close to a
250 2-stroke. In many countries the 150 SX can
be raced in MX2 class and increasingly becomes
an alternative for those who like the easiest
handling and reasonable costs.

News 2012

» new linkage rear suspension
» new frame
» new swing arm
» new rear shock
» new front fork

News 2012

(better performance)

» new linkage rear suspension
» new frame
» new swing arm
» new rear shock
» new front fork

(-80 gr, better ergonomics)

» new intake boot

(bushings, seals and setting)

» new intake boot
» new kickstarter

(bushings, seals and setting)
(better performance)

» new exhaust pipe

(better power delivery)

» new kickstarter

TWO-STROKES

2012

Not just motorcycles – but a complete range of KTM designed casual and
functional PowerWear expects the potential enduro rider at any KTM dealership.
Useful accessories that make any ride the perfect one, fashionable items to show
orange affection at after ride gatherings or KTM gift articles for the real offroad
fans! All KTM PowerWear items have been tested and developed together with our
Enduro World & National Champions.

250SX

For years KTM has committed to the development of 2-stroke engines which
are an advantage against 4-strokes in many aspects. Unbeatable power-to-weight
ratio, low cost of purchase and maintenance, and a comprehensible technique
which allows a piston change without having studied machinery. With the new linkage rear suspension and improved performance, it will be stronger than ever.
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News 2012

» new linkage rear suspension
» new frame
» new swing arm
» new rear shock
» new front fork

(bushings, seals and setting)

» new intake boot

(better performance)

» new reed block

(smoother power delivery)

USER
SETTING
TOOL

Pimp your bike – choosing from the vast original KTM PowerPart product
range! Be it visual or acoustic, there´s many ways to stand out from the crowd
and make “Ready to Race” motorcycles look and sound even cooler. Original KTM
PowerParts help riders to finetune their KTM to their personal riding style,
without worrying about warranty or functionality – for example with the “User
setting tool” (do-it-yourself tuning on the laptop in all rev ranges). All KTM
PowerParts items have been tested and developed from KTM´s official R&D
department together with our Enduro World & National Champions.
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The 50 SX with its highly modern 2-stroke technics is a safe
and reliable bike for kids from 3 years of age. Derived from fullsize
race bikes it is adopted exactly for the needs of our small racers.
Start it, open the throttle – that’s it! Easier than riding a bicycle
thanks to the centrifugal clutch!

News 2012

» New 35 mm USD front fork

made by WP (205 mm travel)

» New triple clamps
» New front axle (15 instead of 12 mm)
» Larger radiators
» New handlebars made by Renthal
» New full-size throttle grip
» New 2-component handlebar grips
» New wheels with aluminum spoke nipples
» New graphics

News 2012
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» New 35 mm USD front fork

made by WP (215 mm travel)

» New triple clamps
» New front axle (15 instead of 12 mm)
» New handlebars made by Renthal
» New 4-piston front brake calliper
» New front brake master cylinder
» New wheels with aluminum spoke nipples
» New graphics

News 2012

» Reworked 43 mm USD front fork
made by WP (215 mm travel)

The 65 SX is without a doubt the pole setter in its class.
Trend setting 2-stroke technics with exhaust control operated
by exhaust gas pressure ensures unrivalled performance. Combined with fully adjustable suspension components there are
no borders for this SX rocket.

ready to race
!

The 85 SX is an unbeaten number in its class, not only because of the very strong engine with 6-speed gearbox, hydraulic
clutch and exhaust control. Also because of the solid chassis
with a lightweight chromoly steel frame, new front brake and
the high-end WP suspension components with a renewed 43mm WP
front fork, which can handle the largest jumps.

» New 2-component handlebar grips
» New, lighter CNC machined front hub
» New front axle (22 instead of 17 mm)
» New handlebars made by Renthal
» New radially mounted 4-piston
front brake calliper

» New wheels with aluminum spoke nipples
» New graphics

